COMPASS OCM & Communications Outreach Update

The UF COMPASS Organizational Change Management (OCM) and Communications Team (Debra Amirin and Benjamin Markus) has been actively engaging students, faculty and staff,
beginning an ongoing dialogue about the changes, upgrades and improvements coming their way through the project.

A conceptual COMPASS lesson by Technical Architect Dave Gruber

After more than a decade working in the construction management software industry, and many more years engaging with emerging computer technologies, University of Florida Senior Director of Enterprise Systems and COMPASS Technical Architect Dave Gruber is guiding the technical efforts of the project with an eye and appreciation for efficient and functional design.
COMPASS in Progress

COMPASS teams have been busy in September with Systems Integration Testing (SIT) and Quality Assurance Testing (QAT) for processes related to Release 2, continuing to develop systems and training for future releases, and dealing with the impact of Hurricane Irma.
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